New AAAS Symposium Volumes

FORMULATION OF RESEARCH POLICIES  September 1967
Editors: Lawrence W. Bass and Bruce S. Old
218 pp., tables, illus., 6 x 9, cloth. $7.75.
AAAS members’ cash orders: $6.75.
A collection of papers, presented at the Gordon Research Conference held in Santa Barbara, California, in 1966, analyzing and describing past and present science policies at national, international, and corporate levels.

MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF TEMPERATURE ADAPTATION  July 1967
Editor: C. Lodr Prosser
398 pp., 41 tables, 127 illus., bibliogr., index, 6 x 9, cloth. $12.50.
AAAS members’ cash orders: $10.50.
Papers by 24 contributors on the general physiology of genetic and environmentally induced temperature adaptation in cold-blooded animals, plants, and microorganisms.

ESTUARIES  January 1967
Editor: George E. Lauff
776 pp., 85 tables, 525 illus., bibliogr., index, 7¼ x 10½, cloth. $27.00.
AAAS members’ cash orders: $24.00.
Definitive volume on estuarine research: physical factors, geomorphology, sedimentation, microbiota, nutrients, biological productivity, ecology, physiology and evolution, fisheries, human influences, and pollution.
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CARBOHYDRATES-H³

HIGH SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

Glucose-1-H³        310 mc/mM
Glucose-2-H³        3.46 c/mM
Glucose-6-H³        692 mc/mM
Fructose-1-H³       264 mc/mM
Mannitol-1-H³       210 mc/mM
Sorbitol-1-H³       6.7 c/mM
Galactose-1-H³      6.9 c/mM
Galactose-6-H³      231 mc/mM
Glucosamine-5-H³   1.15 c/mM
myo-Inositol-2-H³  ~1 c/mM
Arabinose-5-H³      150 mc/mM

NEN offers > 50 labeled carbo-
hydrates from stock.

Write for NEW Catalog N

NEW ENGLAND NUCLEAR CORP.
575 ALBANY STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 02116

30 AUGUST 1968
Personnel Placement

POSITIONS WANTED. $25 per word, minimum charge $4. Use of Box Number counts as 10 additional words. Payment in advance is required.

BLOPSYCHOLoGist: biochemical performing Kearney, studies. Ence.

Some forads 1969.

1967 Ph.D., five publications (biochemical control of learning), 3 years teaching, seeks joint research/teaching appointment for 1969. Box 326, SCIENCE. 9/20; 10/11

Business Administrator, university, hospital, medical institute background. Creative and effective. Box 325, SCIENCE.

Academic Pathologist, 45, twenty years' experience, wishes to relocate from well-known northeast school to tenure academic position with hard money salary and combined research teaching and autopsy duties in U.S. or Canadian coastal area. Box 320, SCIENCE.

Biopsychologist: 1967 Ph.D., five publications (biochemical control of learning), 3 years teaching, seeks joint research/teaching appointment for 1969. Box 326, SCIENCE.

Biopsychologist: 1967 Ph.D., five publications (biochemical control of learning), 3 years teaching, seeks joint research/teaching appointment for 1969. Box 326, SCIENCE.

Academic Pathologist, 45, twenty years' experience, wishes to relocate from well-known northeast school to tenure academic position with hard money salary and combined research teaching and autopsy duties in U.S. or Canadian coastal area. Box 320, SCIENCE.

Biopsychologist: 1967 Ph.D., five publications (biochemical control of learning), 3 years teaching, seeks joint research/teaching appointment for 1969. Box 326, SCIENCE.

Academic Pathologist, 45, twenty years' experience, wishes to relocate from well-known northeast school to tenure academic position with hard money salary and combined research teaching and autopsy duties in U.S. or Canadian coastal area. Box 320, SCIENCE.

Geologist seeks position in exploration, Master's this August, Mining, oil, and minerals experienced. Foreign work needed. W. Judd, 5500 Kearney, Denver 80022. Tel: (303) 283-1307. 8/30

Genetist, Ph.D. Seeks teaching/research position. Box 322, SCIENCE. 9/20

Oceanographer, Ph.D.; specialization marine geology and geophysics; under 40; 12 years of responsible professional experience in university research and petroleum exploration, leader of group performing marine geophysical investigations; numerous publications; seeks exceptional opportunity to develop career in ocean bottom studies. Box 329, SCIENCE. X

Veterinary Pathologist, certified, desires opportunity to do consultant work. Box 314, SCIENCE. 8/30


BIOLOGISTS WANTED

ACADEMIC PATHOLOGIST

Position involves chiefly teaching and research, with limited service responsibility. Opportunities for independent or collaborative investigation. Rank according to qualifications. Attractive salary and fringe benefits. Contact Dr. Joseph A. Sisson, Chairman, Department of Pathology, Creighton University School of Medicine, 2500 California Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68131.

BIOSTATISTICIANS

We are seeking additional personnel to fill openings in our Biostatistic Section. These individuals will participate in the design of clinical and laboratory experiments to obtain data suitable for statistical evaluation. They will provide statistical services to our Research and Medical personnel.

The individuals sought include a Senior Statistician (Ph.D. or equivalent) to assume responsibility for the handling of clinical and laboratory research data, and Research Statisticians (B.S. or M.S. degree) to assist in the processing of clinical case reports data. Computer and programming knowledge and experience are desirable, but not mandatory. Wyeth is a major East Coast pharmaceutical manufacturer located in a pleasant Main Line suburb of Philadelphia. Please submit résumé of educational background and experience in confidence to:

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
WYETH Laboratories
P.O. BOX 8299
Philadelphia, Pa., 19101

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SUPERVISORY RESEARCH CHEMIST

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR HEAD, THERMODYNAMICS BRANCH, PHYSICS DIVISION, RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, NAVAL ORDNANCE STATION, INDIAN HEAD, MARYLAND 216,000-4 depending on qualifications and experience.

To perform research in thermodynamics, surface chemistry, and thermodynamics (theoretical performance and evaluation of new propulsion systems) and in the field of detonation.

Qualifications: Ph.D. and broad experience in directly applicable or related fields of research. A highly skilled experimentalist and a scientifically mature individual is sought. Must be abreast of newest theories in these fields and be able to carry on independent research. Career Civil Service position with full benefits.

Send application to Mr. Charles R. Holman, Industrial Relations Office, Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Maryland 20640. For more information call Mr. Holman collect at (301) 743-5511, ext. 206. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

PHARMACOLOGIST

We require a candidate with the Ph.D. degree and 0 to 3 years' experience in psychopharmacology to assume responsibility for the investigation of new psychochemicals. Excellent research climate including rapport with surrounding universities.

Send resume and salary requirements in confidence to Dr. C. Ursillo, Director, Department of Pharmacology.

LAKESIDE LABORATORIES
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

An Equal Opportunity Employer

BIOSPHERICS RESEARCH, INC.
Needs Researchers in SPACE BIOLOGICS, OCEANOGRAPHY, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL AND BIOENGINEERING.

Instrument Design Engineers: Electro-mechanical and electronic, with 3 years' experience in design of sophisticated instruments.

Biologists: Master's or Ph.D., preferably with experience in space biology or wastewater treatment.

Electro-Mechanical Technicians: For fabrication and assembly of prototype instruments for remote operation in space and under the sea; several years of experience required.

Biospherics, an expanding young research and development firm, excellent employee benefits, an exciting place to work.

Phone: 202-766-6677

1246 Taylor Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20011

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Market Place

SPRAGUE-DAWLEY, INC.
Pioneers in the development of the STANDARD LABORATORY RAT
P.O. BOX 4220
Madison, Wisconsin
CE 3-5318

Histology Service, Inc.


Serial Sections—Special stains. Full Range of Histology Studies and Chemical Analysis.

Division of Lawndale University 35 E. 5-3103 6190 Rising Sun Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19111

Publicly held Research and Development Corporation interested in acquisition of small business in any of the following areas:
PHERMACOLOGY, MICROBIAL PRODUCTS BIOLOGICS, BIOLOGICAL SPECIALTIES, ANTIBIOTICS.

Contact Box 323, SCIENCE.

MINIPIGS

(Miniature Swine)
Vita Vet Laboratories
Marion, Indiana 46952
Phone 317-664-0013

Forest E. Conder